
“We all know that when courage dies, creativity dies with it. We all know that fear is a desolate boneyard where our dreams go to desiccate in the hot sun. This is 
common knowledge; sometimes we just don’t know what to do about it.” ’Big Magic’  Elizabeth Gilbert 

If you’re considering the qualities that contribute to your creative mastery, its unlikely that courage makes your shortlist. Your 
mind will jump to originality, technical ability and aesthetic sensibility, but you’re probably more likely to associate courage 
with jobs that put professionals in harms way, like firefighters, police officers and fighter pilots. Or maybe you envision the 
journalists, rights advocates, opposition politicians and government whistle-blowers fighting from within against an 
authoritarian regime? Or professional football players? 

While channeling creativity doesn’t put the creator at risk of physical harm, the emotional vulnerability that can catalyze 
incredible creative work can be even more frightening than physical harm to a great many people. Why do you think 
Americans are more afraid of public speaking than of being murdered by a stranger1? It’s the psychological fear of humiliation. 
Courage is the antidote to this fear. 

In 2004, Christopher Peterson and Martin Seligman (director of the Positive Psychology Center at the University of 
Pennsylvania) published a book (Character Strengths and Virtues) that outlined the results of a 3-year project representing an 
effort to “review, assemble, research, and classify positive strengths/traits in human beings.2” This book serves as the 
backbone for the VIA Institute on Character3. 

Bravery is one of the twenty-four positive strength studies by Peterson and Seligman. According to VIA, if you’re a brave 
person you do not “shrink from threat, challenge, difficulty, or pain. You speak up for what is right even if there is opposition. 
You act on your convictions.4”  

An informal survey of popular writing on courage discredits the belief that you’re either born a courageous lion or a scaredy 
cat.  

In ‘David and Goliath,’ Malcolm Gladwell wrote: 

“Courage is not something that you already have that makes you brave when the tough times start. Courage is what you earn when you’ve 
been through the tough times and you discover they aren’t so tough after all.” 

And here’s what Maya Angelou had to say about building courage: 

"One isn’t born with courage. One develops it. And you develop it by doing small, courageous things, in the same way that one wouldn’t set 
out to pick up a 100 pound bag of rice. If that was one’s aim, the person would be advised to pick up a five pound bag, and then a ten pound, 
and then a 20 pound, and so forth, until one builds up enough muscle to actually pick up 100 pounds. And that’s the same way with 
courage. You develop courage by doing courageous things, small things, but things that cost you some exertion – mental and, I suppose, 
spiritual exertion.”  

But beyond waiting patiently for difficult situations to arise - tough times neatly presenting themselves as learning 
opportunities - what can you do to strengthen your emotional courage? Through dedication, awareness and practicing the 
forthcoming Bleeker-designed exercises, you’ll be able to boost your bravery, unlocking your full potential for creative 
greatness.

Cultivating Courage

1. “America’s Top Fears 2016” 2016 (Chapman University Survey of American Fears)  
2. “Character Strengths and Virtues: A Handbook and Classification” (VIA Institute on Character)  
3. VIA Institute on Character (VIA Institute on Character)  
4. Bravery (VIA Institute on Character)  
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